a.Jesdani Womens Plus Size Tunic Tops Long Sleeve Casual Floral
Henley Shirts Review-2021

Hand_Wash_Recommend, do not bleach, and check the size before ordering
Button closure
Do Not Bleach
Fabric: 95% Polyester + 5% Spandex, It's very soft and comfortable, elasticity, light weight and has
the feeling of fluttering hem
Plus size tops design: Casual tunics style, fit and flare style, pleated design in the front, v neck
blouses & button down shirts,short sleeve
This women's summer tops perfect for daily life, Family Gathering, Party, Beach, Vacation, Office,
etc. Suitable for spring, summer, autumn and winter. You can style it easily with legging, jeans,
chiffon cardigan, coat, jacket or a pair of yoga pants
US SIZE: M(US 8-10), L(US 12-14), 1X Plus(US 14W-16W), 2X Plus(US 18W-20W), 3X Plus(US
22W-24W), 4X Plus(US 26W-28W).Many solid color and floral print tops are available for you to
choose from. Add to your wishlist
Clothing Note: The floral print is random, we couldn't ensure the position of floral print on each
dress, but they are definitely made of same pattern fabrica.Jesdani Women's Plus Size Tunic Tops
Long Sleeve Casual Floral Henley Shirt
a.Jesdani Women's Plus Size Tunic Tops Short Sleeve Casual Floral Henley Shirts
FeaturesHenley V neck/ Plus size tunic tops/ Pleats on the front and back/ Unique floral printing
patterns/ Flare hem blouses/ Lightweight and soft fabric.
Plus size model imformation:
Height: 67.71" / 172CM Bust: 40.15" / 102CM Waist: 30.71" / 78CM Hips: 40.25" / 115CM Size:
1XL-Plus
Knit.Pregnant women can also wear them.Designed cutting to make you look slim, and long enough
to hide belly and hips.Package Content: 1 x Long Sleeve Floral Printed Tops For women.Hand wash
cold and do not bleach. Line dry and hang dry are recommended.
Women tops size:
The size of Short sleeve Plus size tops is the same as that of Long sleeve tops, you can order
according to your usually wear size.
Notes:
Please allow 2%-3% different due to manual measurement.Color may slightly different with the
image, due to different resolutions. Print position may vary slightly from image due to the
cropping.The Floral Print is random, we couldn't sure the position of floral print on each top, but they
are definitely made of same pattern fabric
V Neck with Buttons
Fashion design, , sexy Henley V neck with buttons, casual and comfortable.
Buttoned up or down...either way it's not "too" much.
The buttons' color follows the color of the tops, so they doesn't seem abrupt.
Pleats in the Back
Pleated on the front and back for a stylish design, the hem is scooped with the front and back are
longer and the sides at hips shorter. That scoop front covers the crotch area and the back covers
the butt, but with the higher sides and a tad of a tipped waist it still emphasizes curves while also
being modest and comfortable
Unique floral patterns
Flattering Unique floral print patterns make you so special in the crowd.
The material is soft and light, so it drapes nicely without being clingy, you'll love how comfortable
this loose-fitting, plus size flowy top fits.
This is a must have for your wardobe. Just choose your size and your favorite colors from the size /
color drop down.
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